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Basketball to Be Made

Varsity Sport This Year

Rules for Awarding the "M" Not Yet Decided

In the past years when the football season closed the students used to look forward to the coming of the basketball season. But this year the closing of the basketball season is by no means the closing of the activities for the Maine men. Never was there a squad more colorful than that sport was presented at Maine. Skiing and snowshoeing was started last year and if we have the snow it will probably become popular as basketball. The biggest scope for the year, however, is basketball.

The day that the call for candidates was placed in the student body was a day that allMainers knew that basketball had arrived. The call was for varsity players, but besides those all Maine students and players of a number of home games and a few intramural games will be part of the Inter-Class Basketball and also the intramural games which become so popular last season. These intramural games will bring out a lot of fine basketball material can be picked. "This number tells men will be needed this year." The intramural games which have already started did not report their intramural. The varsity sport which will guarantee fur the next year.

Freshmen Show Ability and Capture Second Place. Achsa Bean '22 and Eva Pride '24 Individual Winners.

On. Inter-Class Games In Addition to the number of home games and a few inter-class functions. "Timmy" Thomas '23 was manager of the meet. Betty Keene '23, Betty Jordan, '23, and Betty Phillips '23 were selected for the "M" '24. "Timmy" Thomas '23 was manager of the meet. Betty Keene '23, Betty Jordan, '23, and Betty Phillips '23 were selected for the "M" '24. The buzzing hags tail huggle behind every draft and the sun is shining bright. But

A Group of Maine Football Stars

Poverty Ball Calls Forth New and Unusual Styles

Prizes Are Awarded for the Most Poverty-Stricken Fags

"Hail, hail, the gang's all here, led by "Timmy" Thomas, the Fore Preferred Team, and everyone who has a pretty large collection of the first team. That's all for the Inter-Class Basketball and also the intramural games which become so popular last season. These intramural games will bring out a lot of fine basketball material can be picked. "This number tells men will be needed this year," the intramural games which have already started did not report their intramural. The varsity sport which will guarantee for the next year.

The student body was greater than the expected. In the wife of Prof. Peabody Sat.
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FRATERNITY NOTES
Kappa Sigma
"Art" Lowell, "Dicky" Perry, and Jack McCreary were on the way to the opera last night, and George Wog ex-'22 visited the house on his way home. He now has with him and Tyler in Bangor.
Dean Robertson and Charlie Hartough were on a hunting trip over the weekend.

Lambda Chi Alpha
Among the boys who have gone for a week's hunt over the weekend were: Joe; Ian; Ken; Woodbury; Jack; "Him"; "Scout"; Riddle; "Sonny"; "Scouter"; "Jim"; "Mike"; and "Phil". They all went over the top straight away and broke his finger.

Pi Eta Kappa
"Mac" was a bit of a character on the weekend. Many of the members enjoyed his presence. A number of the alumni were present. Ten pledges were taken this week.

Another hunt was added to our long list. "Phon" Xiles has the distinction of being the first member of the K. O. C. T. censally list for 1921. He went over the top straight away and broke his finger.

Phi Sigma Delta
Initiation was Friday night with a banquet at the Bangor Hotel for all initiates and their guests. Lieutenants: C. C. Huggenberger, Sodewig, and S. E. Overholt.

The initiation banquet was held last week. It was attended by a number of the alumni and the students at the University. It was a most enjoyable affair, and the entire group was delighted with the results.

The initiation banquet was held last week. It was attended by a number of the alumni and the students at the University. It was a most enjoyable affair, and the entire group was delighted with the results.

The rally for track meet that was held in Bangor last weekend went off without a hitch. The young lady who sent that unanswerable question to Track in the issue of Nov. 17 has made a hit for the University waiting room.

The business manager for an extra copy taking more than their one

There are two styles of table mart, meti.
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“The Argyle”

VALUE is measured by the number of days’ wear you get, not by initial cost. Buy good shoes and you will be free to play on quality BOSTONIAN Shoes, and you get the comfort, service and satisfaction that only good shoes can give. Buy BOSTONIANS—they save you

A SOUND STYLE FOR EVERY OCCASION

E. J. VIRGIE

Orovo, Me.

Alumni Notes

Robert and Walter Avery '20 are at home now. They have been in the eastern states for several months. They reported that there was plenty of snow and cold weather throughout the winter.

A. L. Whipple '94 who has been for many years connected with the Portland Furniture Co. in Portland is now the general manager of the Portland Industrial Furniture Co. in Portland. He has been in the furniture business for many years and is well known in Portland.

The Freshman-senior game between Maine and Harvard was decided in Maine’s favor by the Central Rules Committee.

The third game between Maine and Harvard was played in Bangor on Saturday, November 27, at the home of the University of Maine. The game was very close, and the Maine team emerged victorious by a score of 11-10. The Maine team was led by Young, who scored three runs and drove in five runs. The Harvard team was led by Fogg, who scored two runs and drove in three runs.

The Maine team has a good record for the season, having won six games and lost only one. The Harvard team has a record of four wins and five losses.

The Maine team is coached by Coach Flack, and the Harvard team is coached by Manager Fifield. Both teams are working hard to improve their game and to get ready for the championship game.

The Maine team is expected to win the championship, and the Harvard team is expected to be a strong contender. The game is scheduled for Sunday, December 5, at the home of the University of Maine.
Prizes Offered for Money-Making Methods

Those who have a talent for writing, or those who have the knack of thinking of original ways of making money can now turn this knowledge into money by writing a few word essays. Entries to the amount of $75.00 are being offered for the best essay on the topic of "Five Ways of Earning Money at College." The winner of the first prize will receive $25.00 and it shall drop down to $5.00 each for the last five prizes.

The awards are being offered by Arthur Murray. According to a recent article in Forbes Magazine, Arthur Murray worked his way through George Tech by teaching a class of 666 children, the largest dancing class in the world.

Arthur Murray is now gathering information on various ways of earning money and is especially anxious to receive essays from students who are working their way through college.

Following is a list of the rules of the contest:

1. Any student may enter the contest.
2. The prizes total $75.00 in prizes for the best essay on "Five Ways of Earning Money at College.
3. The essay should contain not more than 500 words.
4. The essays are to be submitted by Dec. 1. The composer of "Five Ways of Earning Money at College" will be paid $5.00 for the last five essays submitted.

Miss Scheerer Reads Three Artistic Plays

On Friday night, the Maine Christian Association presented Musical Saturday Night, which read for three consecutive plays. The first number was "The Floral Shop" and Miss Scheerer interpreted with much sympathy and humor, the character of the loving shop-girl who believes that sanitary reforms are the very smallest part of the local business. The second play was "Trilby," a tragedy of a New England elfin, which made a strong appeal to the audience. Finally, Miss Scheerer read one of Barrie's comic plays, "The Twelve-Point Look," which gives an amusing picture of the overbearing British husband and his long-suffering wife, who despite her meekness, gladly obeys the Twelve-Point look. The program was very interesting and entertaining.

To smoke or not to smoke, that is the question. Are women of Var- ion churches are to lead a campaign for to crack or burn through. The program was entitled, "To See Ourselves as Others See Us." This organization has come into prominence during the past year and is gaining in work. It will give a lasting reputation on the campus. Its work has advanced slowly. It is worth your while to watch and encourage it.

The leader of various churches are to lead a campaign for to crack or burn through. The program was entitled, "To See Ourselves as Others See Us." This organization has come into prominence during the past year and is gaining in work. It will give a lasting reputation on the campus. Its work has advanced slowly. It is worth your while to watch and encourage it.

At the last meeting of the Contributor's Club, plans were discussed for the Maine Spring to be published Dec. 10. This magazine will be fifty pages in length and will contain articles by Ardis Donn. Miss Scheerer was elected "Entertain," and "We Just Were" as editor. Final Plans are Laid For Dec. "Maine-Spring"

"Buh" Herrick Chosen Captain Cross Country

"Buh" Herrick has been announced as the captain of the track team for the cross country. He is expected to bring another championship team to the University next fall.

In an interview with a campus representative, Buh predicts great things for the next year with the addition of ten new men that are coming up here to college. He and the state meet to be run on our hill and die course there ought to be a clean-up for Maine. He shown to finish well up on the New England intercollegiates.

Capt. Herrick is sure to make good. He is of even temperament, a good原料, and has been known to race a bit. He is a member of the Sophomore Track team, junior in residence, and their President of the Athletic Association.

Australian leaders are so anxious to get the facts about the results of the pro- 

Professors of the University of Maine

The State University Maintained by the State and General Government

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES—Major subjects in Ancient History and Art, Biology, Chemistry, Economics and Sociology, English, French, German, History, Latin, Mathematics, and Astronomy, Philosophy, Physics, and Spanish and Italian. Special provisions for graduates of normal schools.

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE—Courses in Agricultural Education, Agriculture, Animal Husbandry, Biology, Dairy Husbandry, Forestry, Home Economics, Horticulture, Pathology, Physical Education, and Veterinary. Industrial laborers in Oregon, Experimental Farm in Mon- 

DAVIDSON, Professor of English, in whose absence last year, determined to go to the University of Michigan, where he will be a member of the English faculty.

The University of Maine is located in Orono, Maine, and is one of the largest institutions of higher learning in the country. It offers a wide range of academic programs and is supported by the state and federal government.

For catalogue and circulars, address:

ROBERT J. ALEY, President

ORONO, MAINE
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